**UAE economy vibrant**

**Qatar Airways**' Ramzan offers

**DOHA:** Qatar Airways has announced special fares to mark the Holy Month of Ramzan. Qatar Airways passengers can enjoy all-inclusive discounts of up to 25% in Premium Class, 10% in Economy Class and 5% in Business Class on selected routes.

**Qatar Airways CEO, Mr. Akbar Al Baker, said:** “We are delighted to offer our passengers the opportunity to travel to their destinations of choice during the holy month of Ramzan. This initiative is part of our ongoing commitment to provide our passengers with a superior flying experience, and we are confident that these offers will be well received.”

**Qatar Airways customers can enjoy the following discounted fares on selected routes:**

- **US:** A round-trip Economy Class fare from Doha to Los Angeles is $499.
- **Europe:** A round-trip Economy Class fare from Doha to Paris is £399.
- **Asia:** A round-trip Economy Class fare from Doha to Tokyo is ¥39,900.
- **Australia:** A round-trip Economy Class fare from Doha to Melbourne is AUD$699.

**Indian nationals in the UAE may get H-1B visas**

**WASHINGTON:** New rules aimed at marking US degrees above skills gained in foreign countries.

Under the new visa regime in the US, which kicks in April, foreign students who complete their degrees outside the US can get more visas to work in the US. The new regime will take effect April 1st.

**Visa rules:**

- Under the new rules, foreign students and scholars who complete their degrees outside the US will get more work visas to work in the US.
- The new rules will take effect April 1st.

**Visa prospects:**

- The new rules will make it easier for foreign students and scholars to get work visas in the US.
- The new rules will help increase the number of visas available to foreign students and scholars.
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**US-Indian student Nitya bags John Hertz Fellowship**

**STANFORD:** The 32-year-old Indian-origin man, described as “romance fraudster” by UK police, has been jailed for six years and one month after he was found guilty of exploiting hundreds of women online and luring them to invest huge amounts in non-existent companies.

**MOSCOW:** As many as 41 people, including at least 16 children, died after a Russian passenger plane made an emergency landing and crashed in a huge ball of fire and black smoke at Moscow’s Sheremetyevo airport.

**Mumbai:** SpiceJet has announced the introduction of 12 new flights from New Delhi and Mumbai to 16 new destination cities. Of the 12 new services, which commence from Monday and continue until October, four from Mumbai and rest from the rest of the connecting domestic flights from Mumbai.

**US-Indian receives Science Foundation’s grant**

**CHICAGO:** Dr. Bala Chaudhary, assistant professor in the Department of Environmental Science and Studies at DePaul University in Chicago, has been awarded the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) Faculty Early Career Development grant — commonly known as the NSF’s most prestigious award in support of early-career investigators with the potential to serve as leaders in their fields in research and education.
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**L&T Infotech to hire 3,800 freshers**

**Mumbai:** Engineering major L&T's software arm L&T Infotech will hire around 3,800 freshers this fiscal as it expects the business to grow at a faster clip, a top official has said. The company is working at a very high utilisation level now and wants to hire more to get the fiscal on track, executive Sanjay Jalona said. “We will be hiring 3,700-3,800 freshers this fiscal year as against the 3,000-3,200 hired in the last fiscal,” he told a leading news agency.

**ISB to have a fully digital campus**

HYDERABAD: The Indian School of Business (ISB) here, Hyderabadd, has signed MoU with Cisco to build a state-of-art, fully digital, campus in the current financial year. This new campus will be built on the “building for connected campuses,” an architecture where the campus is essentially a company, where all the administrators, business and academic teams have the tools they need for success in a digital era.

It will also ISB to renew its MoU with (Cisco’s connect) to boost student engagement and retention, better management of classroom settings by utilising Wi-Fi access, e-learning, analytics and support innovation and research. This initiative is termed Cisco’s University Digital Connectivity (CUDC) programme, an effort to partner with nations, their universities and academia to foster inclusive growth and internationalise the curriculum.

**NEW DELHI:** Budgetary mobile platform messaging company announced that it will collaborate with Grameen Foundation, Trust; L & India Bulles Housing Finance, for developing artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) applications in the affordable housing industry. The collaboration is in line with the company’s goal to build a strong network of collaboration with Indian universities and research institutions in a statement.

By funding this research opportunity, we want to help enable the Indian higher education institutes and academia to help enable more research in AI and ML in the country; and in alignment with this initiative, ISB is looking forward to collaborate with Indian institutions to help boost the Indian higher education system in India, said.”

**New Delhi:** The bank’s lending growth was 1.8% in April 2019, lower than 12.2% in the previous fiscal year. In April 2018-19, it was 8.6%.

**Income tax e-filing in FY2019:** The number of tax payers has seemingly shifted its focus to compensatory filing in FY2019. “We are surprised as tax base was by more than 6.6 lakh, a move which is weaker in the previous fiscal. It was 79.3pc and 83pc in the preceding two years. It was 91.6pc in the previous fiscal,” he told. However, registered filers in the current fiscal were in the fourth quarter and the concerns have only aggregated lately.

In FY19, the industry add 1.7 lakh new jobs, according to industry lobby Nascom. However, industry experts keep expressing concerns over the quality of the man power available and doubt their skillsets are enough for a dynamically changing economy, Jalona said. The high utilisation is very much evident in FY2019.

**In signs of lower compliance, the tax buoyancy -- essentially the tax revenues’ buoyancy has been weak along with government expenditure, which is hoped that the filings and collections in FY2020,” it said. An improvement in the tax base, the medium-term growth will be at risk. Kotak said.

This combined with the uncertain fiscal growth will be essential in increasing the revenue over the next few years, it said. “The task is cut out for the government to stabilize the tax revenue. If things are not done by the government to stabilize the tax revenue, economists have been signalling a slowdown in the parts of economic tax, the tax collections corroborate it too.”

Given the stressed fiscal space, revenue has been weak along with government expenditure, which is likely to continue in FY2019, it continued. This could be a threat to the near-term growth as it may be a sign of crowding out by the government sector) will weigh on the near-term growth in aggregate demand in the economy, the tax collections corroborate it too.”

**Mumbai: **To get the Institute of Eminence tag of ‘Innovative Capital’; IIM and others must apprise the UGC panel about actions taken on the theme “Human Capital: Capitalising the abilities etc. will be addressing the delegates on a wide range of issues regarding the theme.
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**Hike teams-up with IIIT-D for AI, ML development**
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Tedalot Data Communications, the Indian University of Eminence (IoE) status. The Ministry of Human Resource Development and support the translation of that research to fuel advancement in the real-world ecosyntem, Anubhav said. The task is to connect with Prime Minister (VP) Operations, Hike said. Commitment to the cause will bring by Hike as the ranks third, far behind Google, Hike and Amazon who can lead of research in the field of AI. According to Hike, Hike aims to fill the digital gap among students to the stakeholders in the ecosystem.

**The goal of the research collaboration initiative is to work with stakeholders in the ecosystem.”

**NEW DELHI:** The Asia-Pacific region is expected to see growth of 7.5pc this year but escalating trade tensions between countries could undermine that growth, a report has said. “There has been much income tax e-filing in FY2019.” If the filings are indeed plateauing, it will be a worry for the fiscal which has seen signs of shifting focus to compensatory emulsions, it said.” Tax reforms that were introduced in the previous fiscal year. This is surprising given that post demonetisation it was expected that the tax base would continue to increase.

However, registered filers have been on the rise. They grew by 15pc to 6.45 pc as on March 31, 2019, the e-filing website showed. Registered filers were 6.45 pc as on March 31 which almost doubled to 5.2 pc in March 2018 and to 6.2 pc in March 2017.

**In signs of lower compliance, the tax buoyancy -- essentially the tax revenues’ buoyancy has been weak along with government expenditure, which is hoped that the filings and collections in FY2020,” it said. An improvement in the tax base, the medium-term growth will be at risk. Kotak said.

This combined with the uncertain fiscal growth will be essential in increasing the revenue over the next few years, it said. “The task is cut out for the government to stabilize the tax revenue. If things are not done by the government to stabilize the tax revenue, economists have been signalling a slowdown in the parts of economic tax, the tax collections corroborate it too.”
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**NEW DELHI:** The Asia-Pacific region is expected to see growth of 7.5pc this year but escalating trade tensions between countries could undermine that growth, a report has said. “There has been much need for information as it is done in the last six months and what are their plans for the next two-and-a-half years.”

**Mumbai:** To obtain the much-coveted tag of “Institute of Eminence” (IoE), Indian University must apply for the UGC-appointed Em-
Thirty-orange per cent of the students of the Shri Savitri Ph. (SPU) is eyeing industry partnership with the University of Human Resource Development to reduce exposure, to protect students and others within the campus.

In the recent months, the Maharashtrian Natural Gas Limited (MGNCL) has offered to operate CNG-mixed buses in the campus. "There are no existing transport facilities on a campus, spanning 411 acres of land," he said.
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I have been with my company for just over two years. I have been working in the UAE for just over three months. I want to know if I can get any end-of-service benefits if I leave.

**Visa-free entry for Summer in Qatar**

**DOHA:** Residents in Qatar will be able to invite their relatives and friends this summer easily as Qatar has announced it will be a part of “Summer in Qatar” initiative.

Under the initiative, Qatari citizens and residents will be allowed to invite their relatives and friends on visa-free entry during the months of April, May, June and July. The summer visa will run from June 4 to June 30.

Residents and citizens of Qatar can bring their relatives and friends on visa-free entry for a total stay of 30 days.

Residents and citizens of India, Indonesia, the Philippines, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Pakistan and the Maldives are included in this visa-free entry category.

**Beggar making Dh1 lakh in a month in Dubai arrested**

Dubai: An Asian beggar on visit visa, who was found to have made a whopping Dh1,00,000 in just a month, was arrested in Dubai’s Al Satwa area for making money through an anti-begging campaign by the Dubai Police.

“Most of the beggars come on visit visas and some are brought by tourist companies who are daily paid to check on people before bringing them here,” said Brig Abid Ali Hameed Abdule Ahl Hashimi, acting director of police stations.

The campaign – themed as ‘Together Against Begging’ – aims to prevent foreign workers and people and urges them to report any such practices on hotline 901. The campaign is being spearheaded by the Dubai Police, in cooperation with the government and social authorities.

As part of the crackdown, security and civilian patrols will be carried out to combat begging, particularly in areas where beggars are concentrated, including commercial areas, hotels, shopping malls and roads.

Begging is a negative phenomenon, which proliferates during the month of Ramadan when beggars can earn in one month’s earnings in a few weeks.
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Jobs and pension plans are major causes of strain for many older people. In the US, the majority of people over 65 rely on Social Security for more than half of their income. However, the system is underfunded and will likely face significant shortfalls in the coming years. 

The so-called baby boom generation, born between 1946 and 1964, is expected to put a strain on the Social Security system. This generation is projected to live longer than previous generations, increasing the number of people relying on the system. As a result, the retirement age is likely to increase, putting further pressure on the system.

In addition to Social Security, many individuals rely on retirement accounts such as 401(k)s and IRAs. However, these accounts can be volatile due to market fluctuations, and the unpredictability of future returns makes it difficult to plan for retirement.

Despite these challenges, there are steps that individuals can take to ensure a secure retirement. Some of these steps include:

1. Save early and often: The earlier you start saving, the more time your money has to grow. Even a small amount saved regularly can add up over time.

2. Diversify your investments: Diversification helps to spread risk and can help to mitigate the impact of market volatility.

3. Consider a mix of stocks and bonds: Stocks can provide growth potential, while bonds can provide stability and income.

4. Consult with a financial advisor: A financial advisor can help you create a personalized retirement plan that suits your needs and goals.

As the baby boom generation continues to age, the need for a secure and comfortable retirement becomes increasingly important. By taking proactive steps now, individuals can help ensure a more secure future.
First international aviation academy opens at Saudi Arabia’s KAEC

T he National Aviation Academy of Saudi Arabia (Tayaran) has been inaugurated at its headquarter in King Abdul-Aziz Economic City (KAEC) Prince Sultan bin Salman, host of the event.

The prince said Tayaran is expected to train talented individuals and create synergistic infrastructural fields in accordance with the highest international standards, and would provide sustainable employment opportunities for young Saudi citizens.

He added that the academy is vital to strengthen the Saudi economy and the aviation industry, aiming to provide a clear and transparent strategic plan and strong decision making in order to make great progress in aviation, "with the latest airport projects, the largest freight transport, and many significant international aviation conferences and forums, " he said.

Tayaran’s general manager Capt. Mohammed Al-Sulhaisi, said that the academy would support 1,650 trainees annually, including 1,200 in aircraft maintenance and 450 pilots, making it the largest center of its kind in the Middle East. There are also programmes to sponsor talented students unable to fund themselves. "We have 33 male sponsored students. We see that would eventually open its doors to international students.

In three years, the academy will accept students from around the world. Such an ambitious project grew in the last five years, 56% of the total number of the academy’s students are foreigners.

He added that Tayaran’s training program is designed to train students in Al-Thumama from September 2019, training aircraft and operating drones.

Online aviation is a sophisticated field and not only about the safety and security conditions it demands, but also to detect the cost of the training equipment it requires to ensure the best educational outcomes.

Students can finish their training programs in 36 months.

Travel agent booked

The Mogha police have booked a woman travel agent for duping a local youth of Rs 8 lakh on the pretext of sending him to Germany on work permit.

The complainant Devinder, a resident of the Old Town area, stated to the police that he had been induced by a woman travel agent Nisha to send her a sum of Rs 8 lakh for arranging a work permit for her son Devinder.

Initially, he gave a sum of Rs 8 lakh to her in installments. Nisha claimed that she had arranged a work permit for him and showed some documents after which the complainant sent her the remaining amount.

In the meantime, the complainant came to know that he had been duped with a fraud.

The work permit and visa application were both cancelled and the documents "When I demanded my money back she gave me a cheque for Rs 8 lakh which was not honoured by the bank due to the paucity of funds," the complainant said.

Agreements with various stakeholders aimed primarily at resolving challenges faced by the promotors of single-asset tourism projects, a competent technical committee will be selected to support the One Stop Window System to be fully operational before the end of 2019.

NRI wins Dh15m in Abu Dhabi Big Ticket

A n Irish expatriate from Sharjah became the latest multi-millionaire of the Big Ticket raffle, winning Dh15 million in big money draw in Abu Dhabi.

Sheikhd KS, an Indian national from Sharjah, won with the ticket number 84064044 and is a lucky recipient of the announcement didn’t have his phone as the winning number was called out, trying to call him, despite this he is still rich and cumulatively rich.

Sheikh K purchased his ticket online on April 1, often referred to as April Fool’s Day, but when he and his wife returned home and checked his phone, there will be no joke. Big Ticket is the largest and foremost lottery in the Gulf, with all the cash prizes and big money draw in Abu Dhabi.

These tickets can be purchased at Abu Dhabi Duty Free in Abu Dhabi International Airport Terminal City Terminal Abu Dhabi. Tickets re- main at their usual prize of just Dh50 and if you buy ten tickets you will be given free under buy-one-get-one-free scheme.

CURRENCY BUYING SELLING

British Pound 89.45 92.45
Bahraini Dinar 179.50 189.50
Indian Rupee 7.48 7.60
Japanese Yen 9.00 9.30
Omani Rial 175.40 185.40
US Dollar 1.35 1.38

Monetary authorities can change the currency rates from time to time.

With the Kingdom’s plans to become the leading aviation hub in the region, and a project of the kind in the Middle East, Tayaran’s general manager Capt. Mohammed Al-Sulhaisi, said that the academy would support 1,650 trainees annually, including 1,200 in aircraft maintenance and 450 pilots, making it the largest center of its kind in the Middle East. There are also programmes to sponsor talented students unable to fund themselves. "We have 33 male sponsored students. We see that would eventually open its doors to international students.

In three years, the academy will accept students from around the world. Such an ambitious project grew in the last five years, 56% of the total number of the academy’s students are foreigners.

He added that Tayaran’s training program is designed to train students in Al-Thumama from September 2019, training aircraft and operating drones.

Online aviation is a sophisticated field and not only about the safety and security conditions it demands, but also to detect the cost of the training equipment it requires to ensure the best educational outcomes.

Students can finish their training programs in 36 months.

Travel agent booked

The Mogha police have booked a woman travel agent for duping a local youth of Rs 8 lakh on the pretext of sending him to Germany on work permit.

The complainant Devinder, a resident of the Old Town area, stated to the police that he had been induced by a woman travel agent Nisha to send her a sum of Rs 8 lakh for arranging a work permit for her son Devinder.

Initially, he gave a sum of Rs 8 lakh to her in installments. Nisha claimed that she had arranged a work permit for him and showed some documents after which the complainant sent her the remaining amount.

In the meantime, the complainant came to know that he had been duped with a fraud.

The work permit and visa application were both cancelled and the documents "When I demanded my money back she gave me a cheque for Rs 8 lakh which was not honoured by the bank due to the paucity of funds," the complainant said.

Agreements with various stakeholders aimed primarily at resolving challenges faced by the promotors of single-asset tourism projects, a competent technical committee will be selected to support the One Stop Window System to be fully operational before the end of 2019.